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Abstract.
Wcprescnt astuclyof 153 fast shock waves and their relation toother large-scale
features in the solar wind: corotating interaction regions (CIRs), interplanetary
counterparts of coronal mass ejections (ICMES) and the magnelic sector structure,
observed by Ulysses from October 1990 to tl]e south solar pc)lar ]Jass in the summer of
1994. ‘lhis is a colnprehensive statistical study of ini erplanet a]y shock waves and their
possible causes between 1 and 5.4 AU, in particular, out of the ecliptic. Wre identify six
different heliographic intervals with distinct dynami{: characteristics and shock wave
populations (transient and corotating shocks). We present maps of large-scale features,
which provide a general context, to studies of particular events observed by Ulysses
and a comparison] of Ulysses observations with results from ot]ler lnissions. From our
analysis of the associations betweexl interplanetary shocks and their possible causes
we find that the strongest in-ecliptic shock waves were leading CIRS about 4-5 AU,
The strongest out-of-ecliptic shock waves were attril)uted to diverse causes at about
20° south. We observed many quasi-parallel (Ol;. < 45°) corotal illg shocks; in fact,
most of the corotating reverse shocks detected duri]lg the in-ech])tic trajectory were
quasi-parallel. The correlation between transient forward shocks and ICM13S is similar
to previous results within 1 AU: during the in-ecliptic trajectory Ulysses detected 25
ICMES and 31 transient forward shocks, thirteen of which were associated with ICMES.
The out-of-ecliptic results show an analogous correlation. After the Jupiter fly-by we
observed a large number of tral]sient reverse s}locks and they do not show any association
with ICM13S. This type of shock, instead of being driven by supermagnetosonic plasma
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clouds, might be produced by a different mechanism

1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to describe the I adial, hcliogra])hic a]ld temporal variations
of interplanetary shock waves and other large-scale structures detcxted by Ulysses from
its launch in October 1990 to the south solar polar pass in mid 1994. WC study the
causes and the local parameters of the shock waves.
Fast interplanetary shock waves are classified into two categories depending on
their possible causes: corotating shocks -attributed to interact ion regions- and transient
shocks (see e.g., the revicnv by Luhman [1995] and references tlicmin). Corotating
shocks are produced by the interaction of fast solal wind overtaking slow solar wind in
the interplanetary mcclium. These shocks are bou]ld interaction regions ancl they are
predominant features in the outer heliosphere (i.e. beyond 2 A [J) (see e.g., the reviews
by L’urlaga [1984]; ancl Smith [1985] and references therein). Transient shocks are
believed to be produced by fast coronal mass ejections (CMES). ~’hese plasma clouds
or CMES propagate supermagnet,osonically throui;h the solar wind driving forward
transicmt shocks as a supersonic airplane drives a hydrody~iatllic shock wave. The
a.ssociat ion between transient shocks (within 1 AU) ancl CIVII;S was established from
CME observations by the Solwind coronagraph and the in-situ shock observations by
Helios 1 [Schewenn, 1983; Sheeley et al., 1983; Sheeley et d., 1985], Several papers
have reported a good correlation between transient shocks (within 1 AU) and diverse
post-shock signatures attributed to the interpla]letary countqmrt of coronal mass
ejections (ICMES) [Klein and Burlaga, 1982; Borrini et al. , 1982; Cane et al., 1987;
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Marsdcn et al., 1987; Gosling et al., 1987; Lindsay et al., 19!34]. Following previous

studies of Pioneer [Smith and Wolfe, 1976; Smith and Wolfe, 1977] and Voyager [ Gazis
and Lazams, 1983; Burlaga et al., 1984] observations, we present a comprehensive study

of interplanetary shock waves and their possible causes n the outer heliosphere (to 5.4
AU).
‘1’llc outline of this paper is as follows: ill scctioll 1. ~ wc briefly clcscribc the Ulysses
trajectory. In section 2 we explain how we defined and identified the different large-scale
features studied in this work: fast shock waves, intel action regions, heliospheric current
sheet (IICS) crossings and ICMES. In section 3, based on the large-scale observations
of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) magnitude allcl solar wind radial velocity! we
identify six intervals with distinct dynamics. III section 4 we show the maps of large-scale
structures observed by Ulysses in and out of the ecliptic plane, ‘1’hese maps present
the heliographic evolution of the different large-scale features. %ction 5 discusses the
results obtained from the analysis of the nla~)s and the local parameters of the shocks,
and section 6 presents our Conclusions.

1.1 Ulysses Trajectory

Figure 1 shows the Ulysses’ heliographic coordinates (heliocentric distance and
heliolatitude) for the period investigated (see Wenzcl et al. [1992] for more details On
the mission). The figure is divided into six intervals (A, B, C, I), E, F) that we will
discuss in following sections. The in-ecliptic trajectol y, from the Earth to Jupiter, lasted
about 16 months and covered a wide distance range (from 1 AU to 5.4 AU) in a narrow
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heliographic latitudinal range (+5° around the solal equatorial ~Jlane). On the other
hand, the part of the out-of-ecliptic trajectory whcrr most of the shocks were observed
covered a significant range in hcliolatitucle (from — 5.5° to --38°) in a relatively narrow
distance range (4.6 + 0.8 AU). The in-ecliptic trajectory took place immediately after
the maximum of solar cycle 22, while the high latitude phase took place during the
declining phase of the cycle.

2 Identification of Large-scale Structures
This study is based on fast shocks waves, inter; lction regions, IICS crossings and
IChflEs identified from Ulysses observations using data from the magnetic field and
solar wind plasma experiments described by })alogh et al. [1992] and Bame et al. [1992]
respectively. l’hese observations are described in the following subsections.

2.1 Interplanetary Fast Shock Waves
A large number of fast shock waves were detected by lJlysses in the period covered
by this work, T’hese events were identified usi)lg the solar wi]id plasma and the magnetic
field high-time resolution data, From October 1990 to the end of 1993, the magnetic
field team identified 160 possible fast shock waves a~ld Balogh et al. [1995a] published a
comprehensive list based on the analysis of their local parameters. As it is denoted in
their list not all these events were confirmed by both solar wincl plasma and magnetic
field data. So we chose the 146 shock waves list confirmed by both experiments. In
1994, we observed only seven shock waves before the south solar polar pass. This work
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is based on the study of this set of 153 inteq)laneta ry fast shock waves detected by
Ulysses. The shock lists can be found elsewhere [ Go/lzdlez-ljs~~aTza, 1995; Burton et al.,
1992 (in-ecliptic observations up to 4 AU); Balogh et al., l!X15a (in-ecliptic and out of
ecliptic observations until the end of 1993); Balogh ct al., 19951) (shocks in 1994)].

2.2 Interaction Regions
FroIn Pioneer 10 and 11 observations we know that interaction regions are
predominant large-scale features in the outer helios})here alvay from solar maximum
[Hundhausen and Gosling, 1976; Smith and Wolfe, 1976]. Interaction regions can be

recurrent structures called corotating interaction regions (CIRS) [Smith and Wolfe,
1977], or they can bc transient events [Budaga et al., 1984]. AJ1 interaction region is

characterized, in the in-situ measurements, by: 1) its recurrence every solar rotation
(if it is a CIR); 2) a solar wind radial velocity profile showing i}lat a fast solar wind
stream is overtaking a slow solar wind strealn (fast and slow solar winds have different
characteristics); 3) in the region between these twc) streams there is a well-defined
compression region: high IMF magnitude, high sol:lr wind density, high proton and
electron temperatures; and 4) there is a st~ong shear flow at tllc stream interface
[Gosling et al., 1978], We identify the interaction rtgions by scanning the 27-day plots
of radial velocity, plasma density and proton tcmpcraturc to~;etber with the plots of
IMF magnitude. Any compressional signature Iastillg less than about 1 day in our data
series which was not associated with well-defined fast and slow solar wind streams, was
not considered an interaction region but a different transient event.
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2.3 Efcliospheric Current Sheet crossings
A IICS crossing is characterized in the in-situ 1 MF measurements by an abrupt
rotation of approximately 180° in the longitudinal 1 MF angle @. Ily convention a
positive polarity is assigned to the IMF if the field vector is dir cx:t,cd away from the Sun
and a ~lcgativc polarity if the field vector is clirected towards tile Surl. For our study! we
consider a change iu the lMI? polarity observed by Ulysses as an IICS crossing if the
ncw polarity lasted for at least 2 days. A change of magnetic polarity for just a few
hOUrS was not attributed to a new lllagUeti~ SedOr.

2.4 Interplanetary counterparts of Coronal Mass Ejectiolls
‘1’he identification of ICh4F;s by in-situ spacecrzift measurements is not as simple
as for shocks, CIRS and HCS crossings, and can b~ debatable ill nlany cases (see
e.g., Gosling [1993] and references therein). To identify the lC;MES observed by
Ulysses, wc used the best known signature attributed to ICMES: a hi-directional
streaming of suprathermal electrons accompanied by some plasnla cloud signatures
(proton temperature depression, high heliunl abundance, low ion beta, high thermal
Mach number, IMF magnitude enhancement and cloudlike field rotations), Phillips
et al. [manuscript in preparation] produced a co]nprehensive list of in-ecliptic

ICME observations. We have used their list to study their lar~c-scale context and
their relationship to the interplanetary shock waves, The out-of-ecliptic ICMES were
identified based on similar criteria.
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2.5 Classification of Int erplanct ary Shock Waves
Based on their location in our data series with respect to lCME or CIR
events, interplanetary shocks were classified in thrw: categories depending on their
possible causes: 1,) corotating shocks; .2) transient shocks followed by lCMES; and 3)
transient shocks not easily or rcaclily associated with ICM1<;S. “1’aide 1 summarizes this
classification. ‘The association between intcrplanetar~’ shocks and CIRS is straightforward
from the data. If wc can identify the interaction regions confidently : we can identify
the corotating shocks. However, different time intel vals have been used to associate
transient shocks with ICME events within 1 AU. It is not clear what is a ‘reasonable’
interval bctwccn the detection of the transient sho<k and the sip,nature of its driver
and how this is going to change with the heliocentric distance. 1 ‘he spatial separation
between the shock and its driver should dc~)end on the drive]’s geometry and speed
propagation, m well as the solar wind ambicmt conclitions. in many ICME events start
and stop times are uncertain from the data scn-ies. ‘1 ‘o associate a transient shock and an
ICME in our study wc have taken into account,: the heliocentric distance of the event,
the time difference between the transient shock and the ICME, the velocity profile of
the event (the front of the ICME must be faster than the ambient solar wind in order
to drive the shock), and the total pressure profile of the event (the front of the ICME
must be ‘pushing’ the ambient solar wind if it is a supermagnetosonic plasma cloud).
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3 Intervals of solar wind dynamics
In this section we review the large-scale solar wind dynamics observed during the
in-ecliptic and out-of-ecliptic parts of the trajectory.

3.1 In-ecliptic Observations
lpigure 2 shows three-hour averages of ]Mk’ lllagllitUd~ m)cl solar wind radial
velocity during the in-ecliptic trajectory. This trajectory call be broadly divided into
two intervals (A and B) with different large-scale characteristics:
Interval A: from October 1990 (day 90:294) at 1 AU to A~Jril 1991 (day 91:1 17)
when Ulysses was approaching 2,9 AU, I)uring this interval the 1 hll’ magnitude was
highly variable with peaks associated with transient events. IIefore the large peak in
March 1991, the solar wind did not show quasi-stat ;onary fast streams (see bottom
panel in figure 2), but rather low-amplitude slow solar wind st]eams of about 380 knl/s
mean speed [Bame et al., 1993]. The most remarka})le large-scale events occurred in
March 1991 (between days 91:062-91 :084) at a dista~lce of about 2.5 AU, when abrupt
increases in solar wind speecl, from about 380 knl/s to 900 knl/s, were associated with
a major series of interplanetary shocks and ICM13S [Phillips et al., 1992]. Balogh et al.
[1993] suggested that the high rate of transient activity detected by Ulysses through this

interval was related to changes in coronal field structure associated with the reversal of
the polar fields in 1990. The March 1991 events obse] ved by Ulysses have been discussed
in several papers (e.g., Geophys. Res. Lett., 19, June 19, 1992).
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Interval B: from April 1991 (day 91:118) to tile Jupiter fly-by in February 1992
(day 92:032) at 5.4 AU, In this interval, quasi-stationary fast solar wind streams
appearing in every solar rotation produced a significant change of dynamics. II] the
top panel (figure 2) well-defined regions of high 1 MIT magnitude were separated from
low IMF values, a characteristic of CIRS followed b~r rarefaction regions. As expected
from previous observations by I)ioneer [Smiih and Wol~e, 1977] a]]cl Voyager [ Gazis and
La.zaru.s, 1983] in similar heliocentric ranges, the dynamics were dolninated by CIRS.

3.2 Out-of-ecliptic Observations
Figure 3 shows the large-scale observations of I MF magnitude and solar wind
radial velocity during the out-of-ecliptic part of the i rajectory. The two most significant
changes in solar wind dynamics in these observation E arc: the ‘appearance’ of very
fast streams from the south coronal hole in July 1992 [Bamc et al., 1993]; and the
‘disappearance’ of the magnetic sector structure in Llay 1993 [Smith et al., 1993]. Based
on these two events, this trajectory has been divided into four intervals (C, D, E and F):
Interval C: from the Jupiter fly-by in February 1992 (about day 92:055) at 5.4 AU
and 6° south, to the ‘appearance’ of the fast stream in July 1992 (about day 92: 184) at
5.3 AU and 13° south. This is a complex interval cliaracterized by a series of ICMES
and transient activity.
Interval D: from July 1992 to the ‘clisappearal Ice’ of the sector structure in May
1993 (about day 93:105) at 5.1 AU and 28° south. This illtcrva,l is characterized by
the fast solar wind stream (up to 800 km/s) and reg,ular CIRS, As I?ame et al. [1993]
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reported, this fast stream coming from the south coronal lIOIC was observed for 14
succxssivc solar rotations from .July 19!32 through June 1993. in November 1992 (day
92:31 3) an ICME occurred with the fasstest solar wind rneasurecl so far by Ulysses -nearly
1000 knl/s- [Phillips d d., 1994].
Interval E: from about the disappearance of the magnetic sector structure at
Ulysses to the ‘disal>lJeararlc:e’ of slow solar wind streams ill Sel)tclnber 1993 (about day
93:261) at 4.3 AU and 38° south. Coincidentally with the disappearance of the magnetic
sector structure, the minimum in solar wind speed rose ancl the i]lteraction between the
streams became weaker. Although this interval w’as clominated by illteraction regions as
the previous one, the shock population presented dramatic chang,cs.
Interval F: from %ptembcr 1993 to the south solar polar ~)ass in the summer of
1994. The streams of slow solar wind disappeared and the ~vho]e legion was filled by the
fast stream from the south coronal hole. As expected close to the solar minimum, the
large-scale dynamics at high-latitudes was practicall~r nil.
High-latitude observations brought unexpected discoveries of solar wind dynamics
and hcliosphcric shocks: the disappearance c)f fc)rward shocks in interval E and three
observations of an ‘over-expanded CME’ producing a shock pair reported by Gosling et
al. [1994a] and Gosling et al. [1994b] in intervals E and F.

Disappearance of Forward Shocks at High Heliolatitudes
Ulysses found that after the disappearance of 1 he magnetic sector structure
forward shocks were absent at the leading edge of interacticm re~;ions, however, reverse
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shocks continued to be present at the trailing edge of these interaction regions. These
observations have been described in detail by Gosling et al. [1993] and llalogh et
al, [1995a]. Gosling et al. [1993] and Piz.zo and Gosling [1 994] suggested that this
phenomenon can be explained by the three-dirnensiol~a] model of M}lD corotating flows
developed by Pizzo. This model, assuming a simplified tilt cd bipolar geomct ry valid
only close to the solar minimum, predicts that the Cl R frollts \vill be tilted with respect
to the solar equator. l’he front of the CIR points towards the ecliptic plane while
the trailing edge points towards high hcliolat itudes (south or north depending on the
coronal hole that prociuced the interaction re,gioll). ‘Ilis geometry causes the front of
the CIR to develop stronger close to the solar equatorial plane while the trailing edge
of the CIR develops stronger at higher latitudes. Cl [i-forward shocks are very strong
at low latitudes, but they are weak and unlikely at nigh latitudes. CIR-forwarcl and
CIR-reverse shocks evolve in a different way ill different hcliogral )hic locations.
Recently Burton and Smith [unpublished manuscript], applying magnetic
coplanarity, and Riley et al. [1995], applying velocit~ coplanarity, found that the shock
normal directions of the corotating shocks observed 1 )y Ulysses at mid-heliolatitudes in
1992 satisfied, in most of the cases, the predictions I)y the three-dilncnsional model of
corotating flows by Pizzo.

4 Maps of Large-Scale Structures in the Solar Wind
This section presents the maps of large-scale features, consisting of chronological
rows of 27 days during the in-ecliptic trajectory and 26 days during the out-of-ecliptic
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trajectory, Although the apparent solar rotation period observed by Ulysses might
vary betwecm 24 and 31 days (depending on the sidcral rate of the corona, the latitude
and the orbital motion of the spacecraft), these two formats represent, on average, a
good approximation to the solar rotation period rel(want to the lar~e-scale structures
discussed in this paper. Every row or solar rotation observed by Ulysses (SRU) is
numbered. ‘l’he first SRU starts at the time of the ]t lagnetic field experiment switch-on
in Ockober 1990 and following SRUS were nunibered consecutivel~ until the end of 1993.

4.1 In-Ecliptic Observations
Figure 4 shows the map of large-scale structures in the solar wincl during the
in-ecliptic trajectory. Now we discuss the two int,er~als (A and II) that we defined n
section 3.1:

4.1.1 Interval A
Interval A (from SRU 1 to 7 in figure 4) is characterized by transient events. Note
the unusual activity in SRU 6 corresponding to the March 1991 events. There was no
other period during the whole mission when Ulysses detected so many shocks (8) and
ICMES (6) in a single solar rotation. We detected 14 ICMES in the whole interval, seven
of them were identified as drivers of forwarcl transiel It shocks (in SRU 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7).
In SRU 6 we observed in two cases a transient shock inside an ICMI+;.
Only one well-formed interaction region was observed. This event was detected
at 1.4 AU (in SRU 3) and it was bounded by only :L reverse shock. The Heliospheric
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Current Shcct (HCS) was warped. Tllemagnetic sector structtlre j~resented afour-scctor
pattern in SRU 2, 5 andti and asix-sector pattern ill SRU 3 a]ld 4.
Weobservcd 22interplanctary shocks, givingoll average about 3.1 shocks per solar
rotation. Table 2 summarizes the relation between tile shocks and their possible causes.
This interval was dominated by transient forward shocks: 91 pex cent of the total were
transient forward shocks. About 35 percent of these transient forward shocks were
associated with ICME drivers. Only two reverse shocks were clctcctecl.

4.1.2 Interval B
Interval B (from SRU 8 to 18 in figure 4) shows a significant change with respect to
interval A: reverse shocks and interaction regions wtre present ill every solar rotation.
We observed 18 CIRS, corresponding on average to more tha]l one CIR per SRU
(1.6). Most of the CIRS were bound by forward-re,erse

shock pairs, however, three

CIRS were not trail by reverse shocks (in SRU 9, 11 and 18) and two CIRS were not
preceded by forward shocks (in SRU 15 and 16). A particular feature of the CIRS
observed in this interval were the four CIRS preceded by twc) forward shocks. Figure 5
shows two examples of these events. In both cases the second forward shock is moving
supermagnetosonically

through the downstream region of the first forward shock,

implying that eventually the second shock is going to overtake the first one (assuming
that both shocks are propagating approximately in the same direction). The stream
interface is not well-defined inside both interaction regions. As far as we know, there
are no reports of similar observations by Pioneer or Voyager in the same heliocentric
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range. The two corotating forward shocks were separated in time between 0.5 and 9.0
hours in the four cases. One of these CIRS (in SRU 8) was produced by a fast stream
carrying negative IMl?, while the other three (in SRU 9, 12 and 15) were produced by
fast streams carrying positive IMF.
In the first two SRU of this interval (8 and 9) t] ~e HCS was warped and there was
a four-sector pattern similar to the previous illterval A. Afterwal ds the sector pattern
bccamc simpler and changed to a predominant two-s(ctor structure (SRU 10, 11, 13, 14,
15, 16 and 17) and opposite polarity sectors liad approximately wlual duration.
We identified 11 ICMES; six of them were icientified as drivers of transient forward
shocks (in SRIJ 9, 12, 13, 15, 16 and 17). One ICM E was observed inside a CIR in
sRu 14.
Forty-eight shock waves were detected, corresponding to about 4.4 shocks per solar
rotation. Although the rate of transient forward shc)cks per solar rotation decreased
from about 2.9 in interval A, to about 1,0 in this interval, the total rate of shocks per
SRU was higher. ‘I’able 2 summarizes the relatiori between shocks and their possible
causes. About 74 perccmt of the shocks were attributed to CIRS and only 26 percent
were classified as transient events. About 54 percent of the transient forward shocks
were associated with an ICME driver. We did not observe transient reverse shocks.

4.2 Out-of-Ecliptic Observations
Figure 6 shows the map of large-scale siructurcs in the solar wind during the
out-of-ecliptic trajectory using the same fornlat as figure 4, but every row or SRU
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corresponds to 26 days, We now discuss the four intmvals (C, D, 11, l?) that wc defined
in section 3,2.

4.2.1 Interval C
Interval C covers the first part of the Ulysses out-of-ecliptic trajectory, from SRU
19 to 23 ill figllre 6. l’llis interval is characterized b> transient events. We identified 9
ICMES during this short interval; only in March 1991 we did observe a higher rate of
transient activity, Presumably related to the series of ICMES, the IICS was warped and
there were successive solar rotations with two-sector :md four-sector patterns. SRU 20 is
the only example, beyond 3 AU, of an SRIJ without an interaction region. It is possible
that this also was related to the series of ICMFk pre~renting the formation of interaction
regions.
We detected 17 heliospheric shocks, corresponding to about 3.4 shocks per solar
rotation. This is the only interval beyond 3 AU where we observed lnore ICMES than
CIRS and more transient shocks than corotating sho(ks. Four trallsicmt forward shocks
were associated with ICME clrivers (in SRU 19, 20 a]]d 21). We clctected three transient
reverse shocks (in SRU 19, 20 and 22) and they were not associated with ICM13s (see
table 2).

4.2.2 Interval D
Interval L) begins with the appearance of the fast stream (about 800 km/s) in
SRU 24 and ends with the disappearance of the magnetic sectcm structure in SRU 34
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(figure 6), This interval was characterized by a pre[lorninant two-sector pattern. In
SRU 24 the positive magnetic polarity almost, disaplmared, presumably associated with
the fast ICME in the middle of the solar rotation. Six ICMES were identified, four of
them were associated with transient forward shocks (in SRU 24, 26, 28 and 30),
We observed 18 CIRS and the rate of CIRS per solar rotation is about the same
as in iqterval B. Note however, that only two intera~tion regions were produced by the
north coronal 1101c (in SRU 26 and 27) and this CIR disappeared abruptly at 18° south.
Tile predominant CIR, was produced by the south coronal hole a]ld was observed in all
SRU (24-33). Fourteen CIRS were led by forward shocks and thirt ecn CIRS were trail by
rcwcrsc shocks. We did not observe double forward shocks leading CIRS in this interval.
We observed 40 shocks. Sixty-seven percent of them were associated with CIRS and
the rest were classified as tramient shocks (see table 2).

4.2.3 Interval E
Defined from SRU 35 to 40 in figure 6, this interval started after the last HCS
crossing in April 1993 and the minimum of solar wind speccl rising to values of about
.

550 km/s (figure 3). The shock population had dramatic changes: all the CIIk were
trail by reverse shocks and there were just two forward shc)cks (see table 2).
We detected six ICMES in this interval. In SRIJ 37 wc observed an ‘over-expanded
CME’ bounded by a shock pair as reported by Gosling et al. [1994a]. Apart from this
event, no transient shocks were associated with ICL4 Es.
We identified 11 CIRS, corresponding on average to about 1.8 CIRS per solar
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rotation. This is the highest rate of CIRS in the whole study and it is surprising since all
these CIRS were produced within fast streams origilJating from tile south coronal hole.
In the simplified tilted geometry assumed by the glot)al model of corotating flows [PZZZO,
1991; Pizzo, 1994] only one CIR is produced by the south coronal hole (and another by
the north coronal hole) per solar rotation. However, Ulysses obsmved two or three CIRS
in several rotation periods. All the CIRS were trail by reverse shocks and only one CIIt
was preceded by a forward shock. Contrary to the abrupt disap~)earance at Ulysses of
the CIR produced by the north coronal hole in irltel val D, the Cl Rs produced by the
south coronal hole disappeared gradually.

4.2.1 Interval F
‘1’he last interval is defined from the disappearance of the slow solar wind stream.
At the beginning of the interval we observed two trtinsient revel se shocks (in SRU 41
and 42). II] 1994 (not shown in the figure 6) we observed two ‘over-expanded CMES’ (as
the one in SRU 37) bounded by shock pairs [ GOSIZW et al., 1994b] and three reverse
shocks, two of them attributed to interaction regions [Balogh et al., 1995 b]. These nine
shock waves (seven reverse and two forward) were tile only shoc:k waves confirmed from
September 1993 to the south solar polar pass in mid-1994 (see table 2).
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5 Summary and Discussion
5.1 In-Ecliptic

Observations

In the first instance, the in-ecliptic shock observations were C1 OSC to our expectations
based on those by l’ionecx and Voyager: a) wc detected more forward shocks than
reverse shocks; b) within 3 AU most, shocks observed by IJlysscs ~vme attributed to
transient events associated with solar activity and c,) beyond 3 AU ]nost of the shocks
were attributed to CIRS. }Iowever, our discussion of the large-scale observations by
Ulysses leacls to the following points:
1) Heliographic changes in the shock populatioll: In interval A less than 5 percent
of the shocks were attributed to CIRS, while in intel val B, associated with the change
in dynamics, 74 percent of the shocks were attributed to CIRS. Although most of
the shocks beyond 3 AU were corotating, there is a significant population of transient
shocks. Corotating and transient shocks in this heliocentric range, in principle, can be
distinguished by their large-scale profiles of solar wil)d plasma allcl lh’lF data.
2) Interaction Regions: the first CIR observed by Ulysses was at about 1.4 AU (in
SRU 3) and was accompanied by only a reverse shock. The second well-formed CIR
observed by Ulysses did not appear until interval B (in SRU 8) at about 2.85 AU and
was bound by a shock pair. These observations, as the variatiol) in shock population,
were related to the change in solar wind streams from interval A to interval B (more
a temporal than a, heliocentric effect). Figure 7 shows the heliocentric evolution of
the duration of the interaction regions during the i~j-ecliptic tl-ajectc)ry. In interval B
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the pattern of fast and slow solar wind streams was stable and interaction regions
increased their duration with the heliocentric distance denoting their expansion. The
early interact ion regions were produced by fast streams camyil~g negative IMF, and
from about 3,5 AU the large scale dynamics was dolninated by fast streams carrying
positive IMF.
3) Shock local parameters: An MHI) shock wave is characterized by two parameters:
~~~ (the angle between the shock normal dirccticm and the ulJstrcam magnetic field)
and the Mach number MS (the normalized propagation speed of tllc shock wave in the
medium) (see e.g., Kennel et al. [1985] and references thex ein). F’igure 8, based on the
shock list by Balogh et al, [1995a], shows 0)~~ frequency distributions for three types
of shock waves: transient forward, corotatillg forward and corotatil~g reverse shocks,
observed during the in-ecliptic trajectory. hlost of the forward shocks (transient and
corotating) were quasi-perpendicular (~~1,, > 450). However, most of the corotating
reverse shocks were quasi-parallel (0~~ < 450). Although in short intervals of 1 to 5
minutes the IMF can have practically any directiol); this result is contrary to our idea
that most of the corotating shocks are quasi-perpendicular. Figure 9, based on the
same shock list, shows the heliocentric variation of the Mach nmnbcrs of the three types
of shocks presented in the previous figure. Transient forward shocks have a diverse
collection of MS from very weak shocks (AI, N 1 ) tc) relative strong interplanetary shocks
(M, about 2.8). Corotating forward shocks were, in general, stronger than corotating

reverse shocks. The strongest shocks during the in-ecliptic trajectory were detected
about 4-5 AU leading interaction regions.
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~) ICMES preceded by transient shocks: Iluring the in-ecliptic trajectory, Ulysses
detected 25 ICM13S ant] 13 of them were associated 10 transient forward shocks. This
means that 52 percent of the ICM13S were associat~d with shocks. This result is
similar to previous reports at 1 AU: Gosling et al. [1987] studied 49 ICMES (based
on hi-directional electron flows) detected by 1 SEE 3 from 1978 to 1979 (maximum
cycle 20), and they found that about half of their l(; MEs were 1 )receded by transient
shocks, A4amden et al. [1987] studied 66 ICMES (based on bi-dimctional flows of low
energetic protons) detected by the same spacecraft about the same period, and they
found that 47 percent of their ICMES were associated with transient shocks, Klein and
Burhzga [1982] studied 45 magnetic clouds olxerved at 1 AU f] OH1 1967 to 1978 (solar

cycle 20), and they found that 29 percent of their 1(1 MEs were preceded by shocks.
5) Transient forward shocks associated with IC,MES: J7’c detected 31 transient
forward shocks during the in-ecliptic trajectory, 13 of them were associated with ICMES.
This msociatec] fraction of 42 percent is similar to tll at found in l)revious studies within
1 AU: Borrini et al. [1982] stucl~ed 103 forward shocks observed by IMP from 1971 to
1978 (declining phase of cycle 20- ascending phase of cycle 21) and they found that 40
percent of their shocks were associated with ICMES (identified by helium enrichments).
Lindsay et al. [1994] studied 45 forward shocks detected by PVC) from 1979 to 1988

(maximum cycle 21- ascending phase of cycle 22) and they found that 80 percent
of their transient shocks were associated with ICMI k (magnetic clouds signatures).
Gosling et al. [1987] found that about 40 percent of the transient shocks that they
studied were followed by ICMES.
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The 58 percent of transient forward shocks that we observed without an ICME
associated might be explained by geometrical effects, i.e., the extent of the transient
shock was far larger than its driver (see e.g., the papers referred to earlier). On the
other hand, it is also possible that in the outer heliosphere the s] Lock separates from its
driver.

5.2 Out-of-Ecliptic

Observations

Immediately after the Jupiter fly-by we began to observe significant large-scale
changes in shock population and solar wind dynamics:
1) Interaction regions: Figure 10 shows the latitudinal cvolutioll of the CIR duration
during the out-of-ecliptic trajectory. In the beginning we obser~ed very extendecl
interaction regions, The CIR produced by fast solar wind from t l]e north coronal hole
disappeared abruptly at 18° south. From about 20°, when all the CIRS were produced by
the south coronal hole, the CIRS decreased their duration with latitude. This latitudinal
decrease in CIR duration can be explained by the rise in slow solar wind velocity in
interval E (which made the stream interactions weaker) and three-dimensional effects
that cause high-latitude CIRS to steep at larger heli{)centric distances than low-latitude
CIRS [Pizzo, 1982], 111 interval E Ulysses detected two or three i]lteraction regions per
solar rotation produced by fast streams with negative IMF. This phenomenon might be
related with a contort neutral sheet. Even close to the solar rnillimum, the two polar
coronal holes are not necessarily symmetric and occasionally appear small coronal holes
at low latitudes that deform the shape of the neutral sheet, For exalnple, during the fast
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latitude scan in 1995 (passing from the south to the north solar hemisphere), Ulysses
dctcctccl scwcral interaction regions and foul rnagnctic sectors that were associated
with four coronal holes: two asymmetric polar corolla] holes, and two small equatorial
holes with opposite polarities [Smith et cd., 1995]. As the region of slow solar wind is
related with the neutral sheet, an irregular shaped l)eutral sheet, might cause multiple
interaction regions pm solar rotat,ioll (even if there are only two coronal holes) and local
variations in the three-dimensional geometry of the interactioll regions. It is possible
that a generalization of the three-dimensional simulations of corotaiing flows by Pizzo
might explain these phenomena.
2) Shock local parameters: Figure 11 shows the O~n frequency distributions (based
on the shock list) for the four types of shock waves detected dul ing the out-of-ecliptic
trajectory: transient forward, transient reverse, corotatine; forward and corotating
reverse shocks, Contrary to in-ecliptic results showl] in figure 8, we did not observe a
clear difference or tendency between corotating for~~ard and reverse shocks, but they
seem distributed in quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular values. Figure 12 shows the
scatter plot of the Mach number (based on the shock list) against latitude for the four
types of shocks detected after the Jupiter fly-by The strongest sl~ocks were observed in
intervals C and D attributed to different causes. In a similar way as the decrease in CIR
duration shown in figure 10, the strength of the shocks decayecl after 20° south. Burton
and Smith [unpublished manuscript], pointed out that this peak in shock strength

at about 20° was related to the maximum in energetic particle intensity observed by
Ulysses after the Jupiter fly-by.
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3) !l’ransient reverse shocks: after the Jupiter fly-by we observed a surprisingly large

number of transient reverse shocks, Reverse shocks are rarely observed within 1 AU and
most of them are attributed to CIRS [ Gosling et al., 1988]. Based on observations within
1 AU, it is usually assumed that transient sl)ocks are mostly forward, produced by the
supermagnetosonic propagation of lCMES through t he solar wind. I1owever, there was
no association of transient reverse shocks and ICMlk in the u~llolc study (excepting the
reverse shocks associated with ‘over-expanded CMES’). Figure 13 shows two examples
of transient reverse shocks detected by [Jlysses after the Jupitel’ fly-by, The first
example, detected on day 92:142 (SRU 22), is propa~ating against SICJW solar wind (V, <
415 knl/s), while the second event, detected On day 93:085 (SllU 34), is propagating

against fast solar wind (VT ~ 730 knl/s). Recent Ml III simulations of corotating flows
[Pizzo, 1982; Piz.zo, 1991; Hu, 1993] predict that corotating reverse shocks form earlier
than corotating forward shocks. The two shocks, forward and reverse, play different roles
in the pllysim of the intcractioll between fast and slow MHII stlcanls. Depending On
the geometry and the ambient conditions the two shocks form alld evolve in a different
way. PLzzo illuminated the three-dimensional effects on the M HI) stream interface,
which seems to explain many of the phenomena obs(:rved by Ulysses at high latitudes.
It might be possible that these physical effects: the earlier forlnatioIl of the corotating
reverse shocks and the geometry of the stream interface, would explain the numerous
transient reverse shocks that we observed after the .Jupiter fly-by, In this case these
transient reverse shocks would be equivalent to ‘thilJ’ interaction regions produced by
temporal variations of the fast and slow solar wind sources.
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6 Conclusions
We subdivided the Ulysses trajectory into diff[rent intervals with particular
dynamic characteristics. Figure 14 summarizes the four classes of heliospheric shock
waves that wc detectecl in five intervals. These intcl vals were dolninated by different
typm of shock waves. The shock population and tllcir characteristics depend on the
heliographic location and the solar wind dynamic conditions. Tllc dramatic change in
shock jJolJulation from interval A to interval 13 was ~)roduced ly a change in the solar
wind streams more than an effect produced by the heliocentric distance. Interval C
shows that most of the interplanetary shock waves in the outer heliosphere are not
necessarily corot,ating shocks, but we cannot separate the analysis of interplanetary
shock waves from their large-scale context. 1 low are the large-scale dynamics and the
shock population affected by the solar cycle? A stufly comparinp, I)ioneer 10 and 11,
Voyager 2 and 1 and Ulysses observations froln 1 to 5 AU is under way [ Gon.ztilez-Esparza
and Smit}tJ manuscript in preparation].

Shock Local Parameters
During the in-ecliptic trajectory the strollgest sliock waves were forward corotating
shocks detected about 4-5 AU, The strongest transient shocks were observed in
March 1991 associated with ICMES. During the out- of-ecliptic trajectory the strongest
shocks were observed about 20° south, Contrary to our expectations, we detected many
quasi-parallel corotating shocks, During the in-ecliptic trajcctor~’ most of the corotating
reverse shocks were quasi-parallel. These results mig]lt be produced by coincidental IMF
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fluctuations or/and local variations of the shock no] real, however, it is possible that
they are related to three-dimensional effects that wc just recently begun to investigate,

Transient Forward Shocks Associated with ICIMES
We have studied for the first time the correlation betwcc~l transient shocks and
lCMIk in the outer heliospherc (to 5.4 AU), WC ol)tained sil]lilar results as previous
studies within 1 AU: transient forward shocks and 1 CM13s sec]n to be well correlated in
the outer heliosphcre (to 5.4 AU).

Transient reverse shocks
A large number of transient reverse shocks we] c observed )y Ulysses after the
Jupiter fry-by, These transient reverse shocks showefl no correlat ion with ICMl%. These
observations suggest that this type of shock wave is produced by a different mechanism
than the transient shocks observed within 1 AU, which are mostly forward and which
we believe are produced by supermagnetosonic plasma C1 OUC1 S. ‘] ’hese transient reverse
shocks might bc produced by transient variaticm of the fast and the slow solar wind
sources producing ‘thin’ interaction regions which only develop reverse shocks at these
heliographic locations. New MHD simulations might illuminate the cause of these
transient reverse shocks observed by Ulysses.
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Figure 1, Ulysses heliographic coordinates from its launch in October 1990 to the end

I

of 1993. ‘The Jupiter fly-by occurred in February 19!)2. The heliocentric range is in AU
and the heliolatitude is in degrees, We divided this trajectory into six intervals (A, B,
C, D, E, F) to analyze the shock waves and the Iargt-scale st ruct urcs in the solar wind,
Figure 2. Three hour averages of IMF magnitude and solar wind radial velocity during
the in-ecliptic trajectory. This trajectory is divided into two illtervals: Interval A, from
1 AU to 2.9 AU, characterized by transient activity; and Interva] B, from 2.9 AU to 5.4
AU, dominated by interaction regions.
Figure 3. Large-scale IMF magnitude and solar wil [d radial velocity during the out-ofecliptic trajectory. This trajectory is divided into four intervals (C, D, E and F). In July
1992 (interval D) we observed very high-speed solar \vind comil)g froln the south coronal
hole. In May 93 (interval E) the disappearance of the magnetic sector structure produced
dramatic changes in the shock population. At highex latitudes, interval F, the minimum
of solar wind velocity rose causing the IMF magnitude to reveal fewer compressional
events.
Figure 4. Map of large-scale events in the solar wind: in-ecliptic observations. Every
27-day row corresponds to an approximated Solar Rotation observed by Ulysses (SRU).
SRU are numbered successively at the left-hand of the plot and the chronological order
is from the bottom to the top, Denoted by characteristic symbols are shown: forward
shocks (left arrows), reverse shocks (right arrows), ICMES (blue), CIRS (red) and the
background magnetic sector structure (positive== white, negative- gray).
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Figure 5. Two interaction regions led by two for~vard shocks observed by Ulysses in
1991.

Figure 6. Map of large-scale events in the solar wiud: out--of-ecliptic observations. The
same format as the previous figure, but in this case the a~)proxilnated Solar Rotations
observed by Ulysses (SRU) correspond to 26 clays.

Figure 7. Duration (in days) of interaction regions against heliocentric distance as
observed during the in-ecliptic trajectory. The ilitel action regions are divided into two
types depending on the IMF polarity carried by tl]c fast strea~;~ l)roducing them. As
expected, interaction regions increased their duration with heliocentric distance.

Figure 8. OIj,l occurrence histograms for the three tyl)es of interplanetary shocks
detected during the in-ecliptic trajectory (based on figure 4 and t}le shock list by Balogh.
et al. [1995a]). While most of the forward shocks (t] ansient and corotating) were quasipcrpcndiculm

(01)~ > 450), most of the corotating reverse shocks were quasi-parallel

(O,,n < 450).

Figure 9. Heliocentric evolution of the Mach number of three types of interplanetary
shock waves detected during the in-ecliptic trajectory. The N’lath numbers are from
Balogh et al. [1 995a]. In March 1991 (interval A), we detected strong forward transient
shocks associated with ICMES.
corotating shocks about 4-5 AU.

In interval B, the strongest shocks were forward
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Figure 10. l)uration of interaction regions detected after the Jupiter fly-by against south
heliolatitude. The interaction region produced by the north coronal hole disappeared
abruptly at about 17° south. interaction regions producec] by the south coronal hole
disappeared at about 38° south,

Figure 11. 811,, occurrence histograms for the four types ofshock wavesdetectedafter
the Jupiter fly-by (based on figure 6 and the shock list by Balogh et al.). ]n this case,
forward corotating shocks and reverse corotating shocks seem about equally likely to be
either quasi-parallel or quasi-perpendicular shocks.

Figure 12. Mach numbers (based on the shock list by Balogh et al.) against south
heliolatitude for the four types of shock waves detected after the Jupiter fly-by. We
detected very strong interplanetary shock waves (Al, > 3.5) between 10° and 20° south.
Afterwards, forward shocks disappeared and reverse shocks tel)dccl to decrease their
strength.

Figure 13. Two examples of transient reverse shocks detected by Ulysses after the
Jupiter fly-by: a) on day 92:142, b) on day 93:085.

Figure 14. Percentages of the four types of shock waves detected by Ulysses in five
intervals.

Table 1. Classification of intcrl~lanetary shock wiLves.
—

. . .— —
characteristics
———

type of shock

1. corotating

shock

Ieatling (CIR-forward) or trailing
(CIR-reverse) aIl interaction regiont

2. transient shock associated
transient shock (not associated

with an ICMEI

with an interaction region)

3. transient shock no readily
associated with an ICME

———

—————--—.

—.. — . .

tThe criteria to identify interaction regions is discussed in section 2.2.
lThe criteria to associate transient shocks and 1 CMES is discussed in section 2.5.

Table 2. ICMES, CIRS and interplanetary shock waves as detected in the six intervals.
Interplanetary shocks (forward and reverse) are divided into t hrce categories: 1) CIRshocks, 2?,) transient shocks associated with ICME dr vers, and 3) transient shocks no
readily associated with ICMES (see table 1).

interval

ICM13S

CIRS

——.
car-f car-r

il Iterplanctar-y shocks

ft

acme

rt icme jt unasso. rt unasso.
.—. -.-—

total

A
(sru 1- 7)

14

1

11

0

1

7

0

18
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6

0

9

4

4

3

4

0

3

3

6
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4

0

5

4

6

11

11

0

2

16

2

2

2

o

4

10

13

1

22

B
(sru 8 -18)

2

c
(sru 19-23)

17

D
(sru 24-34)
E
(sru 35-41)

1

F*
(SrLl

42-..)

0
——

——--———

tFour CIRS were led by two forward shocks in this interval,
~Transient shocks attributed to ‘over-expanded’ CillEs.
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S]ices: A Sca]ab]e C o n c u r r e n t ~artitioner for ;nstruetured ~
Finite Element Meshes
IIong Q. Ding tind Robert I). lkrraro
Jet Propulsion I.aboratory, MS 169-315, Pasadena, CA 91109
A concurrent partitioned for partitioning unstructu~d finite element meshes on distributed memory architectures is developed. The partitioned uses an element-based partitioning strategy. Its main advantage over the more conventional nodebased partitioning strategy is its modular programing approach to develop parallel applications. The partitioned first partitions element centroids using a recursive inertial bisection algorithm. 1 Ltements and nodes then migrate awording to the
partitioned centroids, using a data request communication template for unpredictable incoming messages. Our scalable
implement ation is contrasted to a non-scalable implementation which is straight forward parallelization of the sequential partitioned. The algorithms adopted in the partitioned scales logarithmically, as mnfirmed by actual timing measurements on
Intel Delta onupto512 processors for scaled size problems.
1 Introduction

involves additional complexities due to presence
of the elements.

Finite element analysis is used in broad and
diverse areas, such as structural analysis in
mechanics, fluid dynamics, electro-magnetics
etc. Ever-increasingly larger and complex mesh
geometries used in practical applications can
only be dealt with the distributed memory parallel supercomputers because of their ability to
scale to large number of processor without losing reasonable performance.

2 Node-based partitioning strategy
In a node-based partitioning strategy, one simply
partiticms the nodes (grids on the mesh that forms
the elements). Therefore, each node belongs
uniquely to a processor. Elements are then
assigned to the nodes. Some elements will not be
uniquely assigned because they have nodes which
reside in different processors. If we simply assign
one such element to one of the relevant processors, that element has to remember that it has
some nodes residing on other processors. This
causes inconvenience, because in finite element
analysis, many computations are done based on
the elements, not the nodes. For these elements

Partitioning a finite element mesh among the
processors of a parallel supercomputer sets up
the stage for the finite element analysis problem. The domain partition achieves load balance, preserves proper data locality and reduces
communications during the solution of the
problem.

which have nodes on other processors, computa-

Partitioning algorithms, especially for simple
grids, has been studied in considerable details
(see [1,2] for summaries of recent related
works). Most of these work study the grid mesh
problems and the number of edges being cut by
the processor subdomain boundary is used as
the measure of quality of the partitioned. However, partitioning a finite element mesh
Ding&Ferraro

tions have to be carefully designed to get relevant
nodal i nforrnation ff om other processors, therefore rewriting the relevant part of the sequential
codes. If further adaptive refinement is required,
nodes on other processors must be brought in so
that all elements on the processor have all their
nodes 1 ocall y available before further refinements
can proceed. Notice here that the number of edges
1

.

.

global mesh and constructs the global stiffness
equation and solves it[5]. This separation allows
people in the application area concentrate on the
finite clement analysis and the solver being independently developed by people in the parallel
algorithm area. This achieves much better modularity, and it is much easier to complement conlpared with the above node-based partitioning
strategy.

being cut directly relates to the number of nodes
needed to be brought in for element related calculations. This partitioning strategy has been
used in [3].

3 Element-basc(l partitioning strategy
Because the finite elements analysis are fundamentally element based, we prefer an elementbased partition where an element in its entirety
belongs to a processor uniquely. This implies
that all the nodes of an element must be on this
processor too. We partition the finite element
mesh by associating each element to its center
of mass (centroid) and partitioning the resulting
collection of centroids via a recursive inertial
bisection algorithm. Once the elements are partitioned, nodes are migrated to the processor
where their related elements are. Now, processor
subdomain boundaries go along the edges,
instead of cut across the edges in a node-based
partitioning. A node on processor subdomain
boundaries is replicated on all processors which
share it. A brief description of the element-based
partitioned has been previously published in [4].

In the following, we describe more details of our
element-based concurrent partitioned which contains two major stages. First, the centroids are
partitioned. Second, nodes and elements migrate
according to centroids. We emphasize that algorithms used in both stages are scalable, i.e., no
worse than a logarithmic scaling. Finally we
present several example applications and the timing measurements.

4 Recursive Inertial Bisection
The collection of centroids of elements form a
mesh dual to the original node mesh. Partitioning
of the centroids proceeds exactly as partitioning
of grids. The edges in the centroid mesh does not
correspond directly to anything in the original
node mesh, but the cut of an edge in the centroid
mesh directly corresponds to an edge in the origi nal node mesh. Therefore, the number of edges
being cut during the recursive partitioning of the
centroid mesh equals to the number of edges on
the boundaries of the partitioned node meshes.

The most important feature of this partitioning

strategy is that the local mesh resulted from the
partitioned is complete simply connected mesh,
and all element-based calculations proceed as in
sequential case, without reference to any nonlocal information. As a result, most of those
complicated sequential finite element analysis
codes can be used without change. Further local
adaptive refinements and multi-level solution
methods could be also applied easily because all
relevant information is locally available. Some
of the boundary nodes of the local mesh are true
boundary nodes subject to boundary conditions.
Other boundary nodes are actually interior
nodes, but on the processor subdomain boundaries. The finite analysis treat these processor
boundary nodes simply as interior nodes, no different from other interior nodes. It is the parallel
solvers which connects the local meshes into a
Ding&Ferraro

Although recursive spectral bisection is generally
considered to give the best partitions, its parallel
implementaticm involves solving large eigenvalue e.igen-vector problems which is difficult to
implement efficiently on parallel computers.
Recursive inertial bisection (RIB) usually leads to
reasonable partitions with reasonable aspect ratio,
because in each recursive step, the remaining
mesh subdomain is always cut into two across its
current longest extension; thus avoids long and
thin subdomains often occurring in the standard
2

moving any data around. Only at the end nodes
and elements migrate to their final destination
processor (or processors) according to the region
flag. All the calculations of element centroids, the
region inertial tensor, eigenvector and median
finding are carried out in a synchronously way,
such that evely processor participated in all the
calculations, with zeroes padded in as necessary
simila] to operations in a SIMD machine like
CM-2. The net effect is that each processor does
work proportional to P .

recursive coordinate bisection. RIB can be
implemented in parallel with high efficiency,
Our partitioned uses the RIB algorithm.
Theoretically the RIB algorithm completes in
log2(P) recursive steps, where P is the desired
number of partitions which is equal to the number of processors. However, log2(P) steps does
not imply a CPU time proportional to logz(P),
given the total problem size fixed. First, let us
look at the basic steps in the RIB algorithm. A
brief description follows. Each centroid has a
flag indicating which region it belongs to. In the
first step, there is only one region and all ccmtroids belong to this region. We wish to divide
this region into two. The inertial tensor is calculated, diagonalized, and the principle axis
(which points to the longest extension) is found.
All centroids are projected onto this axis, which
forms an one-dimensional array of float point
numbers. The median value of this array of numbers is calculated. Depending on whether its projection is lower or higher than the median, each
centroid knows which of the two regions it
belongs to. In the second recursive step, this process is repeated on the two regions independently to produce 4 regions. In the third
recursive step, the 4 regions are divided into 8
regions. And finally, in the log2(P)-th recursive
step, P/2 regions are divided into P regions.
From this description, we see that there are

4.2 Scalable implementation
A scalable implementation uses processor group
concept, a feature nice] y supported by Message
Passing.interface (M PI) standards (although we
have written a library[7J to implement partial
operations on groups of processors in the Intel
Paragon NX environment). Here, once the entire
centroids mesh are divided in two regions, the
centroids physically moves to the relevant processors. F~or example on 64 processors, all centroids
with projection smaller than median goes to processors 0-31, and all other centroids to processors
32-63. In the next recursive step, two partitioning
process proceed independently on the two processor groups to produce 4 subdomains on 4 processor groups. This process repeats until we have 64
subdol nains on 64 processors.
In this implementation, each processor does
log2(P) calculations of region inertial tensor,
eigenvector, and median finding calculations.
Although this is still more than the theoretical
limitoftp-l]z}’ . 1 , it grows much slower than
the linear scaling in the above non-scalable
implementation.

1+2+4+ . . . + ~ = P -1 regions being calculated
during the log2(P) recursive steps, although the
number of points in each region is reduced by
half in each recursive step.

4.1 Non-scalable impkmcntation
A straightforward conversion of the above
sequential RIB algorithm to a parallel partitioned
is not scalable. In that implementation[6], at
beginning, nodes and elements are read in from
disk and are distributed in some fashion. The
above basic RIB steps are performed without
Ding&Ferraro

5 Migration
In the node-based partition strategy, once the
nodes are partitioned, elements need to be
migrated according to the partitioned nodes.
When the relevant nodes of an element are dis3

.

tributed on different processors, a decision has to
be made as which processor to migrate the element to.

processor has. Note that an element-based partition ensures only that number of elements on each
processor are same, but the number of nodes on
each processor is not necessarily the same. Since
only owned nodes counts in load-balance considerations in the solution phase, we can change the
load-balance by reassigning node ownership. For
example, node 108 is replicated on processors 1,
5,23,54, and is owned by processor 5. It may
occur that processor 5 has more owned nodes than
other processors. So we can change the ownership
to 23 assuming processor 23 has less owned
nodes than other processors. A fast stochastic
algorithm is implemented to balance the owned
nodes to about 3% load-imbalance in 5 iterations
on 64 processors.

In the element-based partition strategy, once the
elements are partitioned, only nodes have to
migrate accordingly. In our element-based partition, nodes on subdomain boundaries are identified and replicated on relevant processors. A list
containing these relevant processors’ ids is repli.
cated together with the node itself.
Our implementation of the element-based partition involves an extra stage, which simplifies the
coding effects. In principle we can let the elements go together with the centroids during the
recursive bisection process, so that when recursive bisection finishes, elements are in the right
processors. However, elements are heavy --they contains much information beyond the simple coordinates, thus put extra burden during the
moves cross the network in the recursive bisection. We prefer to move these heavy elements
only once in the extra element migration stage.
Another reason for migrating elements after centroids are partitioned is that an element has to
inform its nodes which processors to migrate to.
If the element leaves the processor where its
nodes reside, it has to have a mechanism to
know which processor these nodes are and send
relevant information to this processor. These
extra complexities are all absent if the element
remains in the processor during the recursive
partitioning of the element centroids and then
migrate after it has informed its nodes about
their destination processors.

6 Templale for lJnpredictable incoming

Messages
A data request protocol frequently occurs in the
migration of elements and nodes. For example,
the already partitioned centroids request that the
element structures migrate to the processor where
the ccntroid structures are. The requesting processor know which processor to send requests, but
the receiving processor does not know how many
messages it shoulc! expect and how long each
message is? This is a problem of unpredictable
incoming messages.
We designed a scalable (no worse than the logarithm of number of processors) communication
template to resolve this problem as the following;
(a) sort data requests on sending processor
accol ding to the destinations, (b) call two global
communication routines global-sumo and global-maximumo so that each receiving processor
knows how many messages it should expect
and the maximum message length; (c) make correct number of cal 1s to receive the requests with
the maximum message length it expects.

Among the identically replicated nodes, only
one is considered the original node owned by a
processor, and others are considered copies of
the original node. not owned by the processor.
This ownership is important for later solution of
the stiffness equation, where only the owned
nodes has corresponding component. Load-balance on solving the stiffness equation is largely
proportional to the number of components each
Ding&Ferraro

Once data requests are received, each processor
send the requested data back to the requesting
4
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processors. Elements and nodes migration are
implemented using this communication template. Minor modifications to the template codes
are made to handle the complications due to the
variable number of nodes each finite element
could have and due to the variable number of
processors that a node is shared.

The stiffness linear equations arising from finite
element analysis is usually very large and sparse;
its solution on a parallel architecture is also a
main consideration. Fortunately, as discussed
above, the local sparse coefficient matrix construction based on the resulting local mesh partitions from our element-based partitioned is a
straightforward sequential process, which can be
done by the user with their existing sequential
codes, calculating contributions of finite elements
to varjes entries in the local sparse matrix.

7 Further Adaptive Mesh Refinement
As explained above, a local mesh on a processor
resulted from our element-based partition is a
complete mesh with all elements and nodes geometric information locally available. One can
therefore apply a sequential refiner to adaptively
refine the local mesh independently. (This
sequential adaptive refining program is specific
to a user, therefore outside this partitioned package. It is to be supplied by the user.) An algorithm exists ( written by J.Z. Lou at JPL) to
match the newly created nodes along the subdomain boundary, thus connecting all local meshes
into a global one. After the adaptive mesh refinements, another round of mesh partitioning is
required to balance the loads.

The task of integrating local sparse matrices into
the global sparse matrix (in fact, interpreting them
as appropriate matrix blocks in the global matrix)
and solving the global equation can be carried out
by invoking an existing sparse matrix parallel
solvers package[5] that we have developed in
connection with the partitioned. The solver suit
deals with symmetric complex in-definite matrix
problems. A preconditioned hi-conjugate gradient
method, a two-stage Choleksy factorization
method, and a hybrid method combining both
methods have been implemented. All three solvers uses a unified data interface so that users can
switch to anyone of them at link time. This is
quite convenient for those problems which is not
positive definite. Furthermore, the local sparse
matrix construction based on the local mesh partitions produced in our partitioned is well defined
and is therefore standardized into subroutine calls
in the solvers package. Thus the user does not
need to worry about the sparse matrix organization at all. The user concentrates on the physics
problem itself and calculates matrix entries and
make subroutine calls to put them in place. We
emphasize that this modular programing approach
to parallel computing is make possible by our element-based mesh partitioning strategy. For more
details, see [5].

This round of partitioning differs from the first
round of partitioining in that this time the nodes
are replicated, whereas in first round the nodes
are not replicated. Complications arise here
because in order to avoid ambiguities, only
owned nodes should be replicated according to
the newly partitioned elements. Non-owned
nodes are still needed when elements inform its
nodes their final destination. Afterwards, processor lists are constructed for every nodes, both
owned and non-owned. Then non-owned nodes
send processor lists to owned nodes. Owned
nodes combine, sort and squeeze these processor
lists to produce a final processor list and replicate themselves. Our concurrent partitioned has
this process built-in.

Ding&Ferraro
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9 l’crformancc Characters

cessor size where a partition algorithm make
sense and normalize all timing accordingly, a logarithmic scaling is clearly followed for this scaled
size pl oblem:

We measured two performance characters of the
concurrent partitioned on Intel Delta with up to
512 processors. The data is either a 32768 hexagon elements mesh (squares in Fig. 1) or a 24264
tetrahedron elements sphere-cylinder (circles in
Fig. 1). The fixed-size-performance is shown in
Figure 1. In the region from small to medium
number of processors (up to 128 processors), the
total time reduces as the number of partitions
increases. However, as the number of processors
becomes larger than 128 (i.e., the resulting number of partitions becomes larger than 128), timing becomes flat or slight increase.

T(P)/T’(4) = 0.8 logz (P/4)
for P processors. This indicates the scalable
nature of the many algorithms implemented in the
partitioned.In comparison, an earlier non-scalable
implementation results are also shown in Fig.2 as
the top curve.
It should be emphasized that the absolute wall
clock time here is very short, typically about a
few seconds to half minute (excluding IO, as in
most performance measurements).
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Fig.2 Execution time for two problems with f~ed sires

The scaled size scaling behavior on increasing
the problem size in proportion to the number of
processors are also studied (see Figure 2). On 4processor, the partitioned takes 0.21 sec to partition the 512 element problem (each element is 8node hexagon). The 4096-element problem on
32-processor takes 0.51 sec. while the 32768element problem on 256-processor takes 0.93
sec. If we take 4-processor as the minimum proDing&Ferraro
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Number of Processors
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Fig.3 Execution time for a scaled size problem.
128 hexagon elements per processor

10 Summary

We have developed a concurrent partitioned for
partitioning unstructured finite element meshes on
6

4. H.Q. Ding and R.D. Ferraro, Slices: A Scalable Partitioned for Finite Element Meshes,
Proceedings of 7th SIAM Conference on Parallel Processing for Scientific Computing, 1995,
SIAM Press, Philadelphia, PA. p.633.

distributed memory architectures using an element-based partitioning stragety. We explained in
details the scalable implementation of the recursive inertial bisection algorithm. Issues in
migrating nodes and elements are discussed.
Test runs of our paritioner on large meshes indicates a logarithmic scaling for increasingly
larger problem size on larger number of processors, thus demonstrating the scalability of the
algorithms implemented in this partitioned.
Finally, we emphasized the modular programing
approach to separate application specific sequential parts from the parallelization related algorithmic parts so that users can concentrate on
their application, whereas the complications due
to parallelization are handled by software developers.

5. H.Q. Ding and R.D. Ferraro, A General Purpose Sparse Matrix Parallel Solvers Package,
Proceedings of 9th Internal Parallel Processing
Symposium,1995, IEEE Computer Society
Press, Los Alamitos, CA. p 70.
6. J.(:. McComb, G.A. Lyzenga, T.G. Lockhart,
et al., 1993., unpublished JPL report.
7. H.Q. Ding, PGLIB: A Library of Partial Global Operations in Parallel Architectures. The
source codes and brief description are in public
domain and can be downloaded from Web at
http://olynlpic.jpl .nasa.gov, click at Software
Exchange.
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